14 June 2021
A358 Dualling: Taunton to Southfields
Parish Councils’ Proposals for Satisfactory Connectivity
Mattock’s Tree Green to Southfields
The following Parish Councils endorse these proposals:
Stoke St. Mary
West Hatch
Hatch Beauchamp
Beercrocombe

Ashill
Broadway
Ilton
Donyatt

1.
The new connection at Mattock’s Tree Green Junction to the existing A358 and Henlade
is unwarranted. The existing junction at Thornfalcon suffices with the additional spur to
roundabout north. The busy Hatch Beauchamp Village Road needs to be connected to
Thornfalcon junction via the existing A358. This cost neutral proposal would improve movement
of local traffic, neighbourhood safety and reduce severance.
2.
The West Hatch Lane link to Somerset Progressive School and adjacent Business Park is
impractical, as the diversionary route proposed is some 3 miles distance along very narrow windy
lanes. The link should be from the School/Business Park direct to Mattock’s Tree Green
roundabout south. Re-routing this link should be cost neutral.
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3.
Griffin Lane is too narrow, windy and hilly to be used as a major local road. Walkers,
cyclists and horse riders use this lane extensively so the scheme’s proposal for greater use of
this lane by local motorised traffic is dangerous.

4.
Bickenhall Lane is a busy local route favoured by farm traffic and lorries. This lane needs
to be kept open by extending the planned service road from Ashill to Hatch Beauchamp
overbridge to Bickenhall Lane. Slip road access should be provided onto the westbound
carriageway at the western end of this extended service road. Offset savings will be made by not
requiring suitability assessments of the diversionary routes proposed and the improvements that
would be required on these routes to make them acceptable.
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5.
The Hatch Beauchamp overbridge is considered to be unnecessarily complicated and
sited at the most difficult and environmentally intrusive position. The overbridge should be sited
about 200 metres northwest, where the adjacent ground is higher, dryer and more stable, and
connected to Staple Fitzpaine Road (locally called Batten’s Green Road). The overbridge should
span the dual carriageway and the extended service road. The existing Batten’s Green Road
junction with the A358, which has been perfectly acceptable to date, should remain connected to
the service road, dispensing with the scheme’s expensive link to Hatch Beauchamp Road East.
6.
The existing Village Road from Hatch Beauchamp needs to be connected to the
eastbound carriageway via on-off slip roads. This access would significantly reduce local traffic
through Hatch Beauchamp and Ashill villages, improving overall neighbourhood road safety.
7.
Capland Lane needs to be connected to Village Road as Capland Lane west is the only
flood free access to properties along Capland Lane and the northern part of Stewley Lane. The
link also prevents severance of Hatch Beauchamp parish.
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8.
The recent HE proposal to build a road from Stewley Lane to Park Barn Lane and
removing the Kenny overbridge, which was provided as part of the Pink Modified Route, is not
supported. It would exacerbate severance of the Ashill parish and create difficulties for local
traffic and other road users, particularly for farmers working land both sides of the A358. The
Kenny overbridge needs to be retained as detailed in HE’s Environmental Impact Assessment.
Furthermore, existing roads at Stewley Cross should remain, as again they are perfectly
satisfactory. The junction with the existing A358 should remain and become the eastern extent of
the service road. Slip road access from the westbound carriageway onto the service road should
be provided at this point.
9.
A simple works entrance off and on the eastbound carriageway should replace the link to
Ashill sewage works, as is done in many locations on the national trunk network.
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10.
HE SAR 2019 traffic data indicates that the closure of Cad Road would greatly increase
traffic along Rapps Road. Much of this traffic is HGV to the two Ilton Business Parks and daily
military convoys to and from Merryfield Airfield. The scheme proposal is inadequate to safely
cope with this increased traffic load on a narrow country road. The current near balance in traffic
along Rapps Road and Cad Road needs to be maintained by providing a single slip road from
Cad Road on to the eastbound carriageway.
11.
At Broadway Street the dual carriageway should be moved Northeast to enable the
existing A358 to be used for local two-way traffic and non-motorised vehicle users to and from the
proposed Ashill junction. This would also enable Thickthorn Lane to remain open. A slip road off
at Broadway Street would enable westbound traffic to leave to reach Broadway, Ashill and Ilton
and remove the need for the proposed slip road further west. A path for non-motorised vehicle
users should be provided from Broadway Street alongside the dual carriageway south to the
abandoned section of the old A358 to Horton Cross.
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12.
Parish councils continue to believe that the opportunity should be taken to provide a
grade-separated junction at Southfields, to permit A358 and A303 (Taunton/M5 – Ilminster
Bypass) traffic to be separated from local traffic. Some of the improvements currently proposed
to Southfields Roundabout would repeat the original, failed design at that location which had to
be changed to the current layout in view of the roundabout’s significant accident history, including
HGVs overturning. In the absence of the parish councils’ preferred option, the layout of the
roundabout should be re-thought to reduce the already significant congestion regularly occurring
on all 5 legs of the junction, including consideration of options such as traffic signals, either fulltime or part-time.
* Illustrations are solely to assist explanation of requirements.
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